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We have a problem 
facing our 
collective cultural 
heritage.


This is a scale that boggles 
the mind – compare it to the 
Old Bailey 197,745 trials 
between 1674 and 1913)
Scarcity
Scarcity
Abundance
Could one 
even study 
the 1990s 
and beyond 
without 
web 
archives?
… and the 1990s are 
history (as painful as it is 
to say).
And we have fears...
The decisions we make 
today will lay the 
foundations for how we 
work with born-digital 
cultural heritage.

Won’t be enough - we’ll need search 
engines and discovery tools.
Blackbox
INPUT OUTPUT
Stimulus Response
But what will our search engines look like?
Blackbox
INPUT OUTPUT
Stimulus Response
We can’t let the Blackbox write our histories.
Our nightmare:
Historians rely uncritically on 
date-ordered or algorithmically-ranked 
keyword search results, putting them at 
mercy of search algorithms they do not 
understand.
Some disturbing trends in this area...
The historians who came to the meeting were intelligent, 
kind, and encouraging. But they didn’t seem to have a 
good sense of how to wield quantitative data to answer 
questions, didn’t have relevant computational skills, and 
didn’t seem to have the time to dedicate to a big 
multiauthor collaboration. It’s not their fault: these things 
don’t appear to be taught or encouraged in history 
departments right now.
-Erez Leiberman Aiden and Jean-Baptiste Michel
We need 
interdisciplinary 
collaboration to 
tackle this problem!

Team(s)
Web Archives for Historical 
Research
Projects & Platforms
webarchives.ca
Shine
https://github.com/ukwa/shine/ 
Canadian Political Parties & 
Political Interest Group 
Collection (ARCHIVE-IT/Toronto)
● 50 Websites
○ All major political parties
○ Many minor political 
parties
○ Political interest groups
● Collected quarterly between 
2005 and present
The Current Interface..
● Very limited - simple search 
engine, some advanced 
options; no facets
● Great collection.. But 
nobody uses them.
14 Million Solr docs!
Shine
webarchives.ca
Twitter
twarc
docnow.io
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This a future of collection 
development
Institutional Collecting & Research Data
Warcbase
(Or, how can we work with web archives at scale?)
Warcbase
● Jimmy Lin (main developer, 
CS/lead), Ian Milligan (co-lead, 
history), Jeremy Wiebe 
(history/PhD), Alice Zhou 
(computer science, undergrad), 
Youngbin Kim (computer science, 
undergrad), Nick Ruest (librarian)
● Currently using it on the GeoCities 
and Canadian Politics web 
archives
Why Warcbase
Warcbase (warcbase.org)
•
•
Warcbase
● Scalable
○ From Raspberry Pi to Desktop 
Computer to Server to Cluster, all with 
same scripts and commands
● Potentially very powerful
○ Trantor: 1.2PB of disk, 25 compute 
nodes (each w/ 128GB memory, 
2×6-core Intel Xeon E5 v3 = 3.2TB 
memory and 300 current-generation 
Intel cores)
● In active development, led by 
Jimmy Lin, collaborator at the 
University of Waterloo

Extract all Text
Extract all Text
Extract Entities
Extract Entities
Extract Entities
And a move away from content and 
towards structured metadata...
An Example
To: Tony Smith <tsmith@yorku.ca>
From: Ian Milligan 
(i2millig@uwaterloo.ca)
Re: Lunch
Date: 6 March @ 1034 GMT
Hi Tony –
See you after class?
Ian
Tells you little!
But what if I emailed 
him every Monday? Or 
Friday? Or every day?


… and we can 
create indexes to 
provide search 
access to 
collections.
So we have this tool… 
how have we used it?
WALK Project
Web Archives for Longitudinal Knowledge
WALK
Web Archives for Longitudinal 
Knowledge (WALK)
Ian Milligan (Co-PI, UW) + Nick 
Ruest (Co-PI, York), w/ Geoff 
Harder, Todd Suomela, Sonya 
Betz, Peter Binkley, Geoffrey 
Rockwell (Alberta), Jefferson 
Bailey (Internet Archive), and 
John Simpson (Compute 
Canada).
WALK
Currently ~ 25 Canadian partners 
who collect web archives, ~ 130 
collections.
Archive-It is the back-end 
provider of web archiving 
services.
WALK
Current interfaces are very 
limited - simple search engine, 
some advanced options, no 
facets
Great collections, but nobody 
uses them.
How could we build better access?
Preparing our dataset!


Public Access
Providing Access to Derivative Datasets
Want to do network 
diagrams like Ian showed? 
All collections have data.
List of URLs, domains
(As well as social media 
data, etc.)
Shine
Blacklight
WebArchives.ca
● Warcbase with a GUI 
front end
● Archivists/Librarians 
bring their collections, 
generate derivatives
● Hosted with Compute 
Canada
14 Million Solr docs!
100+ Million Solr docs!

WARClight 
prototype
Finding famous people in WARClight, by Ian Milligan

warcbase
Again :-)
WALK
● Mass Ingest Script to 
take each collection and:
○ Extract hyperlinks and 
generate gephi files;
○ Extract all URLs and 
domain counts;
○ Extract plain text;
Links!
● https://uwaterloo.ca/web-archive-group/
● https://github.com/web-archive-group/
● https://github.com/ianmilligan1/
● https://github.com/ruebot
● http://dataverse.scholarsportal.info/dvn/dv/wahr
Contact
Nick Ruest: @ruebot
ruestn@yorku.ca
Ian Milligan: @ianmilligan1
i2milligan@uwaterloo.ca

